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Book Reviews

insofar as it engages some of the most influential and significant texts
with directness and with an awareness of current critical perspectives.
Also it is gratifying to see historical scholarship judiciously sharing the
focus of attention.
Clement H. Wyke
University of Winnipeg

Lois Roney, Chaucer's Knight's Tale and Theories of Scholastic Psychology,
University of South Florida Press, 1990, xviii, 376 pp., ill., biblio., index,
$36.95 (cloth), $16.95 (paperback) .
Chaucer's Knight's Tale and Theories -of Scholastic Psychology seeks to

demonstrate that scholastic philosophy and theories of scholastic psychology intimately shaped Chaucer's Knight's Tale and led him to propose
a new view of human psychology. Each of the three main sections develops
Lois Roney's thesis. First, Chaucer's characterizations of Palamon and
Arcite (the two young knights who compete for Emelye's heart) are
designed to reflect debates between two competing schools of scholastic
psychology, a debate Chaucer resolves with his own theory embodied in
Theseus. Second, the three temples and Palamon's and Arcite's champions
in the tournament reflect the three acts of thinking in scholastic psychology,
a psychology Chaucer rejects in favor of his own more subjective and realistic theory embodied in Saturn's monologue. Last, the pagan setting of
the Knight's Tale, with its precise reflection of scholastic philosophy, is
Chaucer's humanist refutation of the common scholastic position that
fiction contains no truth.
Defending so bold a thesis demands a carefully orchestrated and
detailed defense. However, the book's dazzlingly wide-ranging generalizing
method often focuses on the thesis rather than the defense, thus leaving
the reader unconvinced by the evidence offered to support its many claims.
As chapter one suggests, "simplifications" of the complex intellectualist
and voluntarist psychologies were "common conceptual currency" (57).
The support for this claim, part of which appears at the end of a lengthy
note (305), rests on the Knight's Tale itself and Roney's personal view of
history and the human intellect, not on other contemporaneous materials.
Thus the first section connects the two "simplifications" (personified by
Palamon and Arcite) to elements in the competing scholastic traditions
rather than showing-from a balanced and detailed presentation of the
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two traditions-how scholastic debate led to Chaucer's stereotypes.
Taking the stereotypes as legitimate models for the psychologies soon leads
Roney to unsupported conclusions. Chapter one, for example, suggests
that Palamon's and Arcite's love for Emelye embodies a "major (and still
unresolved) ethical problem in each psychology-in the intellectualist
psychology, the problem of loving someone unselfishly; and in the voluntarist psychology, the problem of serving someone intelligently" (9r).
The book's focus on striking conclusions rather than the means to them
may also explain why readers are often asked to accept ideas that depend
on evidence and arguments in later sections of the work.
In spite of these weaknesses, Roney's courageous sleuthing in this
complex area enriches our understanding of the Knight's Tale and of
medieval literature in general. Her discovery that the characterizations
of the two young knights can be linked to competing scholastic theories
opens the way for new interpretations of one of the oldest problems of
the tale. Her study of Saturn's limitations suggests another resolution to the
continuing debate over the tale's philosophic implications-implications
that condition our view of Chaucer and the Canterbury Tales as a whole.
The influence of the three acts of cognition on techniques in medieval
art and literature accounts for a dominant stylistic feature of Gothic art
and literature. Finally, Roney demonstrates conclusively that students of
medieval literature can no longer assume that methods and issues in the
schools had little significant influence on the structure and meaning of
late medieval literature.
Charles R. Smith
Colorado State University

Timothy Verdon and John Henderson, eds., Christianity and the Renaissance:
Image and Religious Imagination in the Quattrocento, Syracuse University
Press, r990, xix, 6n pp., ill., $55.00 (cloth), $r8.95 (paperback).
Christianity and the Renaissance is a collection of twenty-three
essays on private and institutional religious beliefs and their forms of
visual expression in fifteenth-century Italy. These essays represent half
of the more than forty papers read during an eight-day symposium that
met in Tallahassee, Florida, and Florence, Italy, in early r985. Five of
these papers were published in Arte Lombarda and two in Artibus et historiae
in r986. Others published elsewhere are noted in the preface.

